
LECTURE 10.

the idea as the Silenberg swindle in algebra: In order to achieve this we use a push-pull argument.
Jenune. Any projective R-modelle A is stably free.

proof.A projective (-) FB at. AAB = F free Step 1. In the radial coord. On RFand B*(11) we can find spheres
Then 1AAB) A (A*BA... =F* *Gr.}=Rd+1 and 54 x (1:3 =D(x 9- 1.1]

- A (BAA* (BA...) = AAFP B such that
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Next, we remove the condition that there is a standard spot.
#

(54x(1.3) =5%x(ro,r.
**x9r3 =F (* (s,sell

Thm [Morre 1960] F(B+x(1,3) = $%x(r.,r)
d>, and a bicollared embedding F: $*(1.17 Rd+Foranyrescients a self-homomorphism h: RUTP= so that

56x 4503 M

hot has a standard spot (in the sense of Mazur).

proof. We fixc pet day,northpole) and assume F(p.0) = 0cR** lotherwise, translate F(4x962))
M num

Choose local coordinates on a D2S around play, northern hemisphere), S6, Gr.3 on
cold push: pull:

usegiving a coordinate myster on DD*71.17.
F(B*(1,3) storage Fmeword. etd cord.

Then F(D*(-1) is a local cordsystem on RAT) for which F has a standard spot at p.
True, the proof will be complete once we extend this local coordsystem to a global one
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r Step2. Contract a homeomorphism 3:**: e.t.e.1s0r.)=ld

e(s=(r,x) = ld
-. (F(S311.31) =tralate of F(5*x(1,3)

Step 3. Repeat.
B

Namely, a global coordsystem on RF will be a homeomorphin x:R"-R** To that

↑D4c-n
=F/D%C-11) to for hi=Y" we will have hot (DaxfFStd. incenim DDEF11:R*T



&OTHER APPLICATIONS OF PUSH-PULL

- Pushful technique was used by Brown in his proof of Collar and Bicollar Theorame. (1962)

-Armstrong '70 used it to show that (i) collars are unique up to inotiy.
-Thin. If X andy are compact metric passes and XR hoeomorphic to YxR

then Xx$ is humeomorphic to yx$%
- Kister used it to prove the stretching Jamna-this is the key step for his theorem:

KiSTER'S THEOREM. Every topological n-manifold admits an RFfifreoundle R"-ThM
with structuregroup

Homeo.R and an embeddingestMMxM
onto a neighbourhood of UmEMxM
e.t. the following commutes M Ruth toM

(Tm,c,p) fitting into this diagrams for s =0-tection I Le 1
is called a tangent microbundle, M -> MxM FoM

Moreover, each TM is unique up to isomorphism.

det. Sumafitebundle TM- M is called the topological tangent bundle of M.

Proposition.The tangent vector bundle of a smooth manifold is a top, tangent Saudi in the same.

proof. We need to find an embedding e: TM - MM.

Let (p.2)<TM. Recall that Integration of a rector fieldto gives:
Mr C0,1]->M et. Upr(o=p. Epr(0) =0.
In other words, we have the exponential map expp: TMp -M, rtUprl.
and we let e:EMETM- MxM, (p,r) + (p, expplut
This is a local diffeomorphiel UIPITM E DRPLEMAM
By shrinking to an even smaller word 5SMeti we can envele injective
Sowehave TM = r -> MxM.

*shrink each fire radially into itself. = I
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